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Preface

This study is a product of  the Sanctions and Security project jointly sponsored by the Fourth
Freedom Forum and the Joan B. Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies at the University of
Notre Dame. The second in a series of policy reports on UN policy in Iraq, this study explores options
for addressing the Iraqi weapons threat without resort to military force. Our investigation is prompted
by the renewed commitment of Security Council members to maintain a regime of targeted, focused
sanctions on weapons and other sensitive goods, while relaxing controls on civilian imports.

Recent events make this study timely. The unanimous adoption of  Resolution 1409 establishes a
new consensus in the Security Council for sustaining targeted sanctions until Iraq cooperates with UN
weapons inspections. Our study examines the successes of  past weapons monitoring and offers strate-
gies for persuading Iraq to permit resumed inspections. It also outlines options for constructing a more
effective system of military containment.

David Cortright, Goshen, Indiana
Alistair Millar, Washington, D.C.
George A. Lopez, Notre Dame, Indiana

June 2002
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Executive Summary

U.S. military commanders are reportedly uneasy about a ground invasion of  Iraq. Many U.S. allies
and frontline states are also concerned about war in the region. These factors underscore the risks and
uncertainties of using military force to topple the government of Saddam Hussein and make it incum-
bent upon U.S. political leaders to explore viable alternatives for resolving the Iraq crisis. This study
outlines practical policy options for reducing and containing the Iraqi weapons threat without resort to
armed force. It suggests steps for reformulating UN sanctions in Iraq. It proposes a diplomatic bar-
gaining strategy for gaining Iraqi compliance with renewed UN weapons inspections. And it calls for
the development of an “enhanced containment” system of financial controls and externally based
border monitoring to limit Iraq’s military potential and prevent the regime from acquiring weapons of
mass destruction.

Since weapons inspectors left Iraq more than three years ago, UN officials have been unable to
determine the status of  Iraq’s weapons programs. It is prudent to assume that Saddam Hussein is
redeveloping his capacity to build weapons of  mass destruction, but it is also important not to exag-
gerate Iraq’s capabilities. Previous UN weapons inspections destroyed most of  Iraq’s prohibited
weapons programs. More than a decade of  sanctions have hampered the regime’s ability to rebuild its
military capacity. There is time to resolve the Iraq weapons dilemma through diplomatic means or,
failing that, to construct an effective military containment system.

In May the Security Council will have the opportunity to restructure sanctions and approve a
new Goods Review List (GRL). Under the proposal to be considered in May, weapons imports would
continue to be banned, and dual-use technologies on the GRL would be subject to review, but all
other civilian imports would be allowed to flow freely into Iraq. Additional reforms the Security
Council should consider include improving UN control of  oil pricing and marketing, permitting
controlled foreign investment, and lifting sanctions on non-oil exports.

The priority for U.S. policy should be working within the UN framework to return weapons
inspectors to Iraq. Effective UN inspections offer the best hope for detecting and destroying Iraq’s
weapons of  mass destruction. The diplomatic key to persuading Iraq to accept renewed weapons
inspections is a multilateral effective carrots-and-sticks bargaining strategy. A clear and unequivocal
commitment to lift sanctions and revenue controls upon the certified fulfillment of  the UN disarma-
ment mandate could provide the necessary incentive to gain Iraqi cooperation.

Because the Baghdad government may not permit resumed UN weapons inspections, it will be
necessary to create an externally based, vigorously enforced system of enhanced military containment
to restrict the flow of weapons-related goods into Iraq. The goal of the proposed system would be to
establish a long-term capability for blocking Iraqi rearmament through strict controls on the import of
weapons and dual-use military goods. Building a visible and credible containment system might help
to convince the Iraqi regime to accept the option of  complying with UN weapons inspections.



An effective, externally based military control regime would depend on a multiple set of financial
and technical restrictions and a significant political and diplomatic initiative to gain the cooperation of
the states neighboring Iraq. UN financial controls would continue as means of  preserving current
restrictions on Iraq’s ability to purchase military-related goods and weapons of  mass destruction.

Border monitoring in Jordan, Syria, Turkey, and other neighboring states could be significantly
strengthened through the deployment of an adequately funded, well-equipped, and professionally
trained force of  international inspectors. This would follow the model of  the successful Sanctions
Assistance Missions (SAMs) that were developed for the UN sanctions in Yugoslavia during the years
1993 to 1995. The installation of  advanced x ray scanning technology would enable border monitors
to inspect containers and trucks quickly and nonintrusively. An electronic pass system could be
developed for humanitarian agencies and other trusted suppliers of  civilian goods to enable quick
border passage.

Creating an elaborate border monitoring system will require a major commitment of financial and
political capital. Persuading neighboring states to cooperate will involve extensive negotiations, and a
willingness to offer political assurances and economic incentives. By building upon political openings
with countries in the region, the United States could forge vital political partnerships for a concerted
diplomatic effort and cooperative border monitoring system to prevent Iraq from developing weapons
of  mass destruction.

Taken together the proposed measures offer an array of  options for advancing international
objectives without the risks of  war. Further steps to reformulate sanctions, intensive diplomatic
efforts to resume UN weapons inspections, and the creation of an enhanced containment system
through revenue controls and strengthened border monitoring—these are the elements of a viable Iraq
policy for the United States.

viii
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Introduction

Concerns are growing that Iraq may be rebuilding its capacity to develop and use weapons of
mass destruction. After more than three years without UN inspections, the uncertainties and risks
associated with Iraq’s weapons programs have increased. The urgency of  these issues has prompted
widespread calls for the resumption of  UN weapons inspections, and has led U.S. officials to threaten
military attack. The U.S. threats are also motivated by a desire to overthrow the government of  Iraq.
Pundits in the United States have raised a chorus of  calls for military action to topple Saddam Hussein.

Many leaders in the region support the goal of  disarming Iraq, but as U.S. vice president Dick
Cheney learned during his March trip to the Middle East, most of  these same leaders oppose U.S.
military action against Iraq. States in the region fear the consequences of  a U.S.-led war, especially in
light of  the profound security crisis in the Middle East.1 These realities suggest the need for viable
alternative strategies to resolve the Iraq crisis and protect regional security.

This report presents policy options available to the United States for addressing security concerns
in Iraq. It examines the issues associated with the threat of  weapons development in the region and
offers a series of  policy options for reducing and containing that threat without resort to military force.
The report does not dwell on the uncertainties and risks of  waging war on Iraq without international
consent. These have been amply examined in other articles and commentaries.2 The paper concentrates
instead on robust alternatives to the use of  force. The policy options outlined here include:

♦♦♦♦♦  Reforming UN sanctions to tighten controls on oil revenues and military-related goods while
further easing restrictions on civilian economic activity;

♦♦♦♦♦  Facilitating the return of  UN weapons inspectors to complete the UN disarmament mandate
and reestablish an Ongoing Monitoring and Verification (OMV) system; and

♦♦♦♦♦  Creating an “enhanced containment” system of  externally based border monitoring and
control if  Iraq refuses to allow the resumption of  weapons inspections.

The report begins with an assessment of  Iraq’s capacity for developing weapons of  mass destruc-
tion. It then examines options for controlling Iraq’s weapons potential through economic statecraft,
United Nations weapons inspections, and diplomatic engagement with neighboring countries.

The Nature of the Threat

There is no doubt that the regime of  Saddam Hussein poses a significant threat to regional and
international security. The regime has initiated two wars and has developed and used chemical weapons
and ballistic missiles against neighboring states and its own citizens. Baghdad’s 1988 attacks against
Halabja and other Kurdish villages serve as grim reminders of  the regime’s readiness to use the most
horrific instruments of  mass murder.3 In the aftermath of  the Gulf  War, UN officials discovered that
Iraq was acquiring the ability to develop nuclear weapons and had vast stockpiles of  chemical and
biological weapons. Some experts estimated at the time that Iraq was only a year or two away from
producing a deployable nuclear weapon.4
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As a result of  the destruction caused by the Gulf  War and the extensive weapons monitoring and
dismantlement efforts of  the United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM), much of  Iraq’s capacity
for developing and using weapons of  mass destruction was eliminated during the 1990s. Since the
departure of  UNSCOM from Iraq in 1998, however, weapons monitoring and dismantlement efforts
have come to a halt. UN officials have been unable to determine the status of  Iraq’s weapons programs
for more than three years, although U.S. and other intelligence services have continued to gather
information on suspected weapons activities. Iraqi defectors have also provided assessments of  Iraqi
weapons programs, although these reports are difficult to verify.5 In light of  these reports and Iraq’s
past behavior, it is prudent to assume that the Baghdad government has been attempting to rebuild its
weapons capacity.

Nuclear weapons pose the greatest danger, but they also require the greatest effort to develop.
Estimates of  Iraq’s present capabilities in this area vary, but expert testimony suggests that Baghdad is
still several years away from achieving nuclear weapons status. A January 2001 report from the U.S.
Department of  Defense noted that “Iraq would need five or more years and key foreign assistance to
rebuild the infrastructure to enrich enough material for a nuclear weapon.”6 Former U.S. assistant
secretary of  state for nonproliferation Robert Einhorn estimated in the summer of  2001 that Iraq was
five years away from being able to produce a nuclear explosive.7 August Hanning, the chief  of  the
German Intelligence Agency (BND) was more pessimistic in a recent interview with New Yorker writer
Jeffrey Goldberg: “It is our estimate that Iraq will have an atomic bomb in three years.”8

U.S. and UK officials claim to have evidence that Iraq is developing prohibited ballistic missile
technology.9 U.S. officials recently showed Security Council members satellite photographs and docu-
ments that reportedly provide evidence of  an Iraqi project to build prohibited long-range missiles.10

Some analysts contend that Iraq retains a small force of  Scud-derived missiles, and that work is pro-
ceeding on the Al Samoud liquid-propellant missile.11 Experts report that Iraq has also attempted to
extend the range of  the short-range missiles it was permitted to retain after the Gulf  War, although so
far without success. In the area of  chemical and biological weapons, it is likely that Iraq retained some
stockpiles of  chemical weapons after UNSCOM’s departure, and that it also possesses considerable
biological weapons potential. The latter category is the least amenable to control and elimination, due
to the dual-use nature of  many biological ingredients and precursor elements.

Hans Blix, the head of  the United Nations Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission
(UNMOVIC), which is charged with weapons inspection within Iraq, told a reporter recently that he
has seen satellite imagery of  new construction at possible weapons sites in Iraq and has received tips
about other potential weapons activities. Blix noted that nothing has been proven, however, and he
emphasized that evidence of  such activity must be brought to the UN Security Council.12 The legal
authority for addressing the Iraqi weapons threat belongs to the Council, not any single government.

Although the potential threat posed by Iraq is considerable, it is important not to exaggerate the
regime’s military capacity. The combined results of  war, more than a decade of  stringent sanctions, and
the previous weapons dismantlement efforts of  UNSCOM have significantly diminished the Iraqi
military threat. According to reports by UNSCOM and the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), UN weapons inspections effectively neutralized much of  Iraq’s ability to develop and use
weapons of  mass destruction. The independent panel of  experts established by the Security Council in
1999 concluded, “In spite of  well-known difficult circumstances, UNSCOM and the IAEA have been
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effective in uncovering and destroying many elements of  Iraq’s proscribed weapons programmes . . .
The bulk of  Iraq’s proscribed weapons programmes has been eliminated.”13 The IAEA stated in 1998
that “there is no indication that Iraq possesses nuclear weapons or any meaningful amounts of  weapon-
useable nuclear material.”14 Of  the 819 Scud missiles known to have existed at the start of  the Gulf  War,
UNSCOM accounted for all but two of  these missiles. UNSCOM found no evidence of  successful
indigenous missile development, and no indications of  prohibited missile testing. UNSCOM also
reported “significant progress” in destroying chemical weapons stockpiles and production facilities. UN
inspectors were less successful in eliminating biological weapons capabilities.

Despite Iraq’s repeated efforts to deceive and disrupt UN weapons inspectors, UNSCOM suc-
ceeded in dismantling a considerable part of  Iraq’s most threatening weapons programs and capabilities.
Although uncertainties remain, especially regarding biological and chemical weapons, the most danger-
ous threats—nuclear weapons and long-range missiles—have been substantially reduced. The lack of  a
credible ballistic missile capacity is especially significant in limiting the regime’s ability to deliver chemical
or biological weapons against neighboring states or the military forces of  other nations. The Iraqi air
force has less than half  the strength it possessed at the time of  the Gulf  War (when it was no match for
U.S.-led forces) and has only minimal capacity to deliver any type of  weapon of  mass destruction or to
threaten neighboring states. Its ill-equipped bomber force is estimated to consist of  just six planes.15

The possibility of  Iraq using a single plane or missile to attack Israel cannot be discounted, of  course,
but it is extremely unlikely that Saddam Hussein would commit such an act, unless he is faced with a
large-scale military attack designed to overthrow his regime.

The threat that Iraq or any other state poses is a function of  both capability and intention. These
are mutually reinforcing factors, but they are also distinct and can be assessed separately. The current
wave of  excitement in Washington about attacking Iraq has blurred these distinctions. Some analysts
mistakenly assume that Iraq’s intentions translate into military capability, while others assume that any
weapons activity, even that permitted under Security Council resolutions, implies aggressive intention.
Pundits and some officials in Washington assume that, based on Saddam Hussein’s past actions and
intentions, it is only a matter of  time before Iraq develops weapons of  mass destruction and uses them
against either Israel or the United States. But no expert can pretend to know with certainty the personal
goals and policy aspirations that govern the actions of  Saddam Hussein and his government. Even if
these assumptions are correct, the logical emphasis of  U.S. policy should be denying the regime the
means of  realizing these intentions. Currently there is no U.S. plan short of  war for achieving this
objective. It is the very prospect of  war, however, that is most likely to motivate the regime to use
whatever weapons capability it may possess.

The continuing UN sanctions against Iraq have hampered the regime’s ability to rebuild its weap-
ons capacity. Although sanctions have not been successful in convincing the Baghdad government to
comply with UN mandates, they have been effective as means of  military containment. Sanctions have
prevented the Baghdad government from gaining access to its vast oil revenues. The UN, not the
Baghdad government, controls most of  the income derived from Iraqi oil sales. Since the beginning of
sanctions, it is estimated that the Baghdad government has been denied more than $150 billion in oil
revenues.16 As a result, Iraq has been unable to purchase sufficient weapons and military-related goods
to rebuild and modernize its armed forces. The cumulative arms import deficit for Iraq since 1990 is
more than $50 billion.17 This is the amount of  money Iraq would have spent on weapons imports if  it
had continued to purchase arms as it did during the 1980s. Although Iraq gains some unrestricted
revenue through smuggling and kickbacks (estimated at between $1.5 and $3 billion annually),18 this
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income is not sufficient to fund a large-scale military development program. As a result, Iraq’s ability to
produce weapons of  mass destruction and the means to deliver them has been curtailed.

The picture that emerges from this assessment, then, is of  a regime committed to the redevelop-
ment of  weapons of  mass destruction, but constrained by diminished resources and the successes of
the previous UNSCOM weapons dismantlement effort. The evidence indicates that Baghdad has not
yet fully reconstituted its nuclear weapons and ballistic missile capabilities, and that it may be several
years away from doing so. There is still time to thwart Iraq’s acquisition of  weapons material and
technology, to constrain the regime’s ability to finance weapons purchases, and to resolve the current
crisis through economic and diplomatic means. Failing that, the United States and the United Nations
should act to strengthen the military containment of  the regime. The policies and mechanisms
sketched below constitute a more realistic strategy for achieving these objectives than the pursuit of
armed regime change.

Reforming Sanctions

In May 2002 the Security Council adopted Resolution 1409, fundamentally reshaping UN sanc-
tions in Iraq. Under the terms of  the resolution, restrictions on shipping civilian goods to Iraq were
lifted. The arms embargo remained in place, and a new technology transfer control system was estab-
lished. The focus of  sanctions thus shifted from restricting civilian trade to prohibiting the import of
weapons and military-related goods. The resolution approved a Goods Review List (GRL) of  specific
dual-use items that would be subject to review and approval, as outlined in an annex of  procedures
attached to the new resolution. The review procedures would apply only to designated dual-use tech-
nologies and goods with potential weapons application. All other civilian goods would be permitted to
flow freely into Iraq without monitoring or preapproval.

The adoption of  Resolution 1409 was the culmination of  more than a year of  deliberation at
the Council. It reflected a desire by Council members to provide humanitarian relief  for Iraqi civilians,
and to shift the burden of  responsibility for any further social hardships from the Security Council to
the Baghdad government. The new policy also demonstrated the Council’s commitment to maintaining
more targeted, focused pressure on Iraq’s weapons programs. Resolution 1409 created a more sustain-
able UN policy of  sanctioning weapons and military-related technology.

Resolution 1409 was introduced by the five permanent members of  the Council and was
approved by a unanimous vote of  all fifteen members, including Syria. This unity within the Council
reflected the emergence of  a new consensus on UN policy in Iraq. Despite Saddam Hussein’s attempts
to undermine UN sanctions and splinter the coalition arrayed against him, the UN Security Council has
become more united on the need to retain controls on military-related imports to Iraq.

Political dynamics in the Council have improved considerably in the last two years, as indicated in
the most important Iraq-related resolutions. In December 1999, Russia, France, and China abstained
on the vote approving Resolution 1284, which created UNMOVIC. At that time the permanent mem-
bers were deeply split and unable to agree on a formula for resuming weapons inspections. Since then
the political climate for constraining Iraq’s ambitions has improved. When the Council considered a
new UK/U.S. sanctions proposal in June 2001, France and China indicated support for the measure
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and rejoined the majority. Only Russia objected. When the Council adopted Resolution 1382 in Novem-
ber 2001 initially approving the GRL, Russia dropped its objections. The consensus deepened in the
spring of  2002 when the United States and Russia approved the list of  specific dual-use items that
would be subject to GRL review.19 This agreement on issues that directly affect the Russian economy
was of  considerable significance, given Moscow’s long-standing ties to Baghdad’s military and oil indus-
tries. It would be a setback for U.S. policy in Iraq, and for U.S. relations with Russia, to forego this
cooperation in favor of  unilateral military action. Despite widespread “sanctions fatigue” and sharp
differences among the major powers over policy in Iraq, the Security Council has managed to maintain
political unity on reforming sanctions.

As the Security Council considers additional reform measures, its goal should be to retain those
elements of  sanctions that have been effective—restrictions on military-related goods—while removing
those elements, such as limitations on civilian trade, that have caused humanitarian hardships. The
Council should also adopt measures to prevent the smuggling of  oil. The Security Council should
consider the following additional options for sanctions reform:

♦♦♦♦♦   Establish Better Control of  Oil Pricing and Marketing

Kickbacks and illegal payments to Iraq have been continuing problems with the sanctions regime.
To discourage Baghdad from requiring such payments, and to make it more difficult for oil pur-
chasers to provide them, members of  the Iraq sanctions committee began to introduce “retroac-
tive pricing” in the fall of  2001. U.S. and British members of  the committee delayed the approval
of  the official selling price of  Iraqi oil.20 The so-called price adjustment period was reduced from
thirty to fifteen days. This is the time between contract approval and the actual delivery and
purchase of  the oil. The purpose of  this change was to prevent Iraq from providing substantial
discounts to buyers in return for back-door payments. The new system of  retroactive pricing
succeeded in making such payments more difficult. Buyers were no longer able to receive what a
leading UN official called “an abnormally high premium for Iraqi crude oil.”21

As with so many aspects of  the Iraq sanctions regime, however, the change in the oil pricing
mechanism had unintended negative consequences. It led to a reduction in oil exports and a
consequent decline in the revenues available for the purchase of  humanitarian goods. In early 2002
the export rate of  Iraqi oil dropped to 1.4 million barrels a day, well below the previous rate of
more than 2 million barrels a day.22 Oil purchasers who had profited from discounted oil were no
longer “satisfied with more reasonable premia,” according to the director of  the UN Iraq
Programme. The buyers refused to sign new contracts and postponed or cancelled previous
ones.23

The Security Council found itself  caught in a dilemma. The introduction of  retroactive pricing
made it more difficult to cheat on the sanctions, but it also led to a drop in the revenues available for
the humanitarian program. Members of  the Security Council have considered a number of  new
proposals for adjusting the pricing mechanism so that traders can be sure that the value of  their
contract matches the price they must pay on delivery. The Council and the UN Office of  the Iraq
Programme have also sought ways to monitor and control the companies and trading organizations
authorized to purchase and deliver Iraqi oil, as further means of  preventing illegal payments. These
efforts should continue as the Council seeks to balance the need for adequate revenues for civilian
imports and the need for effective controls against kickbacks to Saddam Hussein.
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♦♦♦♦♦   Permit Controlled Foreign Investment

Although the so-called oil for food program authorized under Resolution 986 (1995) has steadily
expanded over the years, permitting a wide range of  imports covering oil production, telecommu-
nications, transportation, and many other civilian sectors, a further easing of  trade restrictions is
warranted. Additional measures to facilitate and encourage investment and civilian trade will not
only help to ease the humanitarian hardships caused by sanctions, but will create new economic
opportunities within Iraq and among trading partners.

Some limited and controlled forms of  foreign investment in Iraq should be allowed to facilitate
industrial development and speed economic recovery. Investments in the oil sector would enable
Iraq to increase its production capacity, thereby generating additional revenues for the purchase of
nonmilitary supplies. A special committee of  monitors should be established to set criteria for
foreign investment and to recommend ways of  preventing Iraq from using investment income for
military purposes.

Facilitating the Return of Weapons Inspectors

The most effective way to prevent the Baghdad regime from redeveloping weapons of  mass
destruction is to return UN weapons inspectors to the country. The priority for U.S. policy must be to
convince the Iraqi government to permit the resumption and completion of  the UN disarmament
mandate. As noted, previous UN weapons monitoring efforts achieved significant progress in ridding
Iraq of  weapons of  mass destruction. Its successor agency, UNMOVIC, is trained and ready to carry
on the task of  completing the disarmament effort. It is vital that the United States take advantage of
the renewed consensus in the Security Council to give UNMOVIC the opportunity to perform its
duties. Effective UN weapons inspections offer the best hope for detecting and destroying Iraq’s
weapons of  mass destruction.

UN and U.S. officials have correctly insisted on the right of  free and unfettered access for
UNMOVIC inspectors. The monitors must have access to so-called presidential sites and other sus-
pected weapons locations. Although it is appropriate to insist on unrestricted access once on site, it is
also important to be flexible in negotiating the return of  inspectors so that they can begin their work.
Absolute access to every square inch of  Iraqi territory is neither possible nor necessary. Some degree
of  Iraqi participation in the process of  determining access is inevitable, and should be accepted as the
price of  returning monitors to the country. Once the inspectors are back in Iraq, they may gain access
to unanticipated information and evidence. At a minimum, inspectors would be able to reestablish an
Ongoing Monitoring and Verification (OMV) system, as was previously installed by UNSCOM. Ideally
this would include the right of  unannounced inspections at undeclared, sensitive locations. Among
other things the OMV system would permit the monitoring of  Iraq’s airways and waterways, to test for
radioactive particles that would indicate the presence of  nuclear weapons activity. The benefits of
restoring monitoring access far outweigh the risks of  accepting some ambiguities in UNMOVIC’s terms
of  reference.
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Some observers are concerned that the United States may prevent the resumption of  inspections
by demanding unreasonable standards of  access for UNMOVIC. It is no secret that some hard-liners in
Washington dismiss the reestablishing of  inspections as a diplomatic trap, and an impediment to the
preferred use of  military force.24  U.S. Secretary of  Defense Donald Rumsfeld recently expressed open
skepticism that UN weapons inspectors would be able to detect Iraqi weapons capabilities.25 This is an
unrealistic and shortsighted view that ignores the significant success of  previous weapons dismantle-
ment efforts. It was UNSCOM, not U.S. bombing that achieved the greatest progress in reducing the
Iraqi weapons threat. It is UNMOVIC, not a new war that can resolve the remaining weapons issues
with the greatest degree of  international cooperation and support.

In creating UNMOVIC the Security Council set out a timeline of  approximately one year for the
completion of  the UN weapons monitoring and dismantlement mission.26 Meeting this timeline will
depend on Iraqi government cooperation. It will also depend on providing concrete assurances to Iraq
that cooperation with UNMOVIC will bring benefits in the form of  relief  from more than a decade of
sanctions.

The diplomatic key to persuading Iraq to accept renewed weapons inspections is an effective
carrots-and-sticks bargaining strategy. This requires both coercion and persuasion. Iraqi fear of  a
possible U.S. military attack is a coercive factor that may influence the regime’s willingness to cooperate.
A more widely supported form of  coercive pressure is the UN’s continuing control over Iraqi oil
revenues. Despite smuggling and kickback schemes, the UN still controls more than 80 percent of
Iraq’s oil income.27 The Baghdad government urgently wishes to regain control of  these revenues,
which at a production rate of  2 million barrels a day comes to nearly $20 billion a year. UN and U.S.
officials can turn this Iraqi objective to their advantage by structuring an inducement plan that offers
the prize of  oil revenues in exchange for full compliance with UN mandates.

The proposed bargaining strategy carries some risks, but these are manageable through effective
diplomacy. Inducement policies can create political and moral problems if  they reward wrongdoing or
give the appearance of  appeasement. Making offers to aggressors can be seen as a sign of  weakness and
may embolden an outlaw regime to further acts of  belligerence. Because of  these concerns, any induce-
ments offered to Iraq must be strictly conditional, with conciliatory gestures linked to clear and un-
equivocal concessions from the Baghdad regime. There can be neither concessions to intransigence nor
any backing away from satisfactory completion of  the UN disarmament mandate. The lifting of  sanc-
tions must be strictly conditioned on the certification by UNMOVIC and the IAEA that Iraq’s capabili-
ties for developing weapons of  mass destruction have been fully eliminated.

The question of  inducements for cooperation lies at the core of  the Iraq impasse and is crucial to
the challenge of  finding a diplomatic solution. A clear and unequivocal commitment to lift sanctions
and revenue controls upon fulfillment of  the UN disarmament mandate could provide the necessary
incentive to gain Iraqi cooperation. The United States has refused to consider any easing of  coercive
pressure, however, and has become fixated on the goal of  armed regime change. The U.S. policy of
unyielding hostility toward the Baghdad government has become a major obstacle to the resolution of
the crisis.28 Part of  the strategy available to the U.S. is returning to the terms of  the original Gulf  War
cease-fire Resolution 687 (1991), which specified in paragraph 22 that sanctions against Iraq will be
lifted upon completion of  the UN disarmament mandate. A clarification of  this original Security
Council obligation could help to gain Iraqi compliance.
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A restatement of  the Council’s original intent would remove ambiguities left by Resolution 1284
(1999), which called merely for the suspension of  sanctions rather than their termination. This weak-
ened the previous unequivocal commitment to lift sanctions once the disarmament process is com-
plete. Resolution 1284 also added a requirement for the affirmative renewal of  the sanctions suspension
every 120 days. This would allow the United States or another permanent member to use its veto
power to halt the suspension and thus reimpose sanctions.

The Russian Federation offered a draft Security Council resolution in June 2001 that sought to
clarify these ambiguities and that reaffirmed the obligation to lift sanctions upon completion of  the
UN disarmament mandate. Under the terms of  the Russian proposal, once UNMOVIC and IAEA
certified that a reinforced OMV system was fully operational within Iraq, sanctions would be suspended
and oil revenues returned to the Iraqi government. The Russian proposal called for the continuation of
a comprehensive arms embargo on Iraq. It also specified that the Security Council could terminate the
suspension of  sanctions upon evidence of  Iraq acquiring prohibited military-related goods.29

Former UNSCOM inspector Garry Dillon proposed a similar approach at a June 2001 conference
in Washington sponsored by the Institute for Science and International Security.30 Under Dillon’s plan,
the Security Council would issue a new resolution lifting the oil embargo upon receipt of  satisfactory
assurances from UNMOVIC and the IAEA of  Iraq’s disarmament. The proposed resolution would
reaffirm Iraq’s obligation to permit the continued operation of  the OMV system. It would also main-
tain the arms embargo and the provisions of  Resolution 687 that prohibit Iraq from developing weap-
ons of  mass destruction.31

Paragraph 14 of  Resolution 687 (1991) described the mandated disarmament of  Iraq as a step
toward “establishing in the Middle East a zone free from weapons of  mass destruction.” The Security
Council thereby recognized the connection between Iraq’s weapons programs and those of  neighbor-
ing states in the Gulf  Region and the Middle East. It is likely that any government in Iraq, either the
present regime or a successor, will be motivated by balance of  power considerations to match the
capabilities of  neighboring states. This suggests that the disarmament of  one will only last if  it is
matched by the disarmament of  all. The United States and other major powers must therefore work
with the states of  the region, including Israel, to seek the mutual elimination of  weapons of  mass
destruction and a reduction of  offensive military capabilities.

Creating an “Enhanced Containment”
Border Monitoring System

If  the Baghdad government does not permit resumed UN weapons inspections, it will be neces-
sary to create an externally based, vigorously enforced system of  enhanced military containment to
restrict the flow of  weapons-related goods into Iraq. The goal of  the proposed system would be to
establish a long-term capability for blocking Iraqi rearmament through strict controls on the import of
weapons and dual-use military goods. Planning for the creation of  such a system should begin now, in
parallel with efforts to reform sanctions and encourage the reentry of  weapons inspectors. A visible
and credible effort to prepare for a sustainable system of  enhanced containment might help to con-
vince the Iraqi regime to accept the option of  complying with UN weapons inspections.
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An effective, externally based military control regime would depend on a multiple set of  financial
and technical restrictions and significant political and diplomatic initiatives to gain the cooperation of
the states neighboring Iraq. Under the proposed system, current financial controls would remain in
place. Iraq would not regain access to its oil revenues until it complied with Resolutions 687 and 1284
and allowed the resumption and completion of  UN weapons inspections. The UN escrow account
would be retained, and all purchases of  unapproved imports would continue to require sanctions
committee authorization. The retention of  financial controls would preserve current restrictions on
Iraq’s ability to purchase military-related goods and weapons of  mass destruction.

An enhanced military containment system would also require a significant strengthening of  border
monitoring in Jordan, Syria, Turkey, and other states surrounding Iraq. At present there is no interna-
tional monitoring of  the commercial crossings into Iraq. Shippers of  approved humanitarian goods
stop at the border to have documents authenticated, so that they can receive payment from the UN
escrow account, but their cargoes are not inspected. The neighboring states have customs and border
monitoring stations (and they gain revenues from duties on goods entering Iraq), but these controls are
not designed to impede the flow of  weapons.

The development of  an enhanced military containment system would require the deployment of
an adequately funded, well-equipped, and professionally trained international inspection force to detect
and prevent shipments of  nuclear materials or other prohibited items. To date the neighboring states
have not supported proposals for border monitoring, in part because they do not want to disturb the
growing commercial trade with Iraq that has developed in recent years. The challenge for the Security
Council and U.S. policy is to design and create an effective system for inspecting sensitive cargoes, while
avoiding disruption to the thriving civilian commerce that is vitally important to local economies.

Advanced monitoring and scanning technology can assist in the creation of  such a border moni-
toring system. With appropriate equipment and resources, trained monitors should be able to detect the
shipment of  nuclear materials and other prohibited weapons-related goods without major disruption to
commercial traffic.

The model for such a system might be the “smart border” program now being established by the
United States, Canada, and Mexico. This program utilizes x ray-scanning equipment that can quickly
inspect trucks and containers for contraband.32 The equipment can safely and nonintrusively inspect
containers at the rate of  one per minute.33 This would enable each equipment station to scan more than
700 trucks or containers in a twelve-hour period. The “smart border” system also features an electronic
pass system. Approved traders could be issued a machine readable electronic pass enabling them to
cross the border quickly without inspection. Such passes could be issued to humanitarian agencies and
other trusted suppliers of  civilian goods financed through the UN Iraq account. Vehicles or containers
with electronic passes would proceed without stopping; others would be required to pass through the x
ray detection equipment.

These technologies could be combined with customs support stations in which UN-approved
international monitoring experts work alongside officials from the host nations to maintain and operate
the detection equipment. This is the model of  the successful Sanctions Assistance Missions (SAMs)
that were developed for the UN sanctions in Yugoslavia during the years 1993 through 1995.34 The
assistance missions would not only help with the operation of  advanced detection equipment, but could
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also provide general assistance in upgrading and improving border monitoring capabilities in the host
countries.

The task of  monitoring shipments into Iraq would be a substantial challenge, but it would be less
formidable than inspecting the large volume of  traffic that crosses the U.S.-Mexican border every day,
or that arrives in a busy port like Vancouver. Tens of  millions of  dollars of  detection equipment and
hundreds of  trained professionals would be needed to operate the proposed border monitoring system,
but these requirements would pale in comparison with those of  a large-scale military operation. With
appropriate technical capabilities and financial resources, a relatively nonintrusive but effective border
control system in the countries surrounding Iraq could be created. Such a system would enable the
Security Council to establish an externally based mechanism for enhancing the effectiveness of  military
sanctions. When combined with continued revenue controls, the proposed border control system could
preserve military containment and help to prevent the redevelopment of  weapons of  mass destruction.
No monitoring program can eliminate smuggling completely, but the proposed system could make
illegal arms shipments more difficult and costly than they are now and could serve as a deterrent against
smuggling.

Creating such a system would require a major commitment of  financial and political capital. The
economic costs of  the proposed system could be charged to the UN escrow account, as part of  the
budget for UN operations in Iraq. Substantial financial support and technical assistance to frontline
states would help to offset the costs of  monitoring equipment and additional customs staffing, and
would enable these governments to upgrade border control facilities and systems.

The greatest obstacles to creating an effective border monitoring system would be political, not
financial or technical. An enhanced containment system depends on persuading frontline states to
cooperate with the proposed monitoring mechanisms. This will involve extensive negotiations with
Jordan, Syria, and other frontline states. The United States and other major powers must also be ready
to offer substantial economic incentives and political assurances to these states. Iraq can be counted on
to do everything in its power to undermine the proposed containment system. It will use its economic
ties with neighboring states as leverage to threaten a cutoff  of  trade and oil supplies. Such pressure
could have a devastating impact, especially in Jordan and Syria. The United States and other major
powers must anticipate and counteract these pressures. They must be prepared to outbid Iraq by
providing assurances of  economic assistance and political support in the event of  a cutoff  of  oil
supplies and trade. This should be possible economically. Even with all of  Iraq’s oil wealth, the United
States and other major powers can easily match the resources of  Saddam Hussein. Saudi Arabia and
other oil producers can compensate for the loss of  Iraq’s two million barrels a day.

The question is not resources but political will. Is the United States willing to open political rela-
tions with countries in the region previously considered inimical? Washington is now faced with taking
bold diplomatic steps to achieve the containment of  Saddam Hussein. Large-scale incentives and
assurances enabled the United States to gain the support of  Pakistan and several central Asian republics
for its military campaign to overthrow the Taliban regime and disrupt al Qaida operations in Afghani-
stan. Similar steps are needed with Syria and Iran. Taking Syria off  the list of  states supporting terror-
ism would be a powerful inducement for gaining Syrian cooperation, which would be critical for con-
trolling oil exports and limiting illegal payments.  Iran and the United States cooperated in the initial
stages of  the campaign in Afghanistan, and each would benefit from continued cooperation to achieve
the military containment of  Iraq, among other mutual interests.35 Even before 11 September, the
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United States was beginning to establish a more cooperative relationship with Sudan and Yemen, and
was attempting to reassess its relations with Syria, although so far with little success. By building upon
political openings with these and other countries in the region, the United States could forge vital
political partnerships for a concerted diplomatic effort and cooperative border monitoring system to
prevent Iraq from developing weapons of  mass destruction.

Political cooperation with Russia would also be crucial to the proposed system. Moscow’s support
is essential if  military containment is to be successful. Russia is the largest potential source of  materials
and technologies that could be used for Iraq’s weapons of  mass destruction. It has been implicated in
past weapons smuggling incidents.36 But Russia has supported a continuing arms embargo against Iraq
in its proposals to the Security Council, and it has more to gain from cooperation with the West than
from its ties to Saddam Hussein. Moscow and Washington have resolved many of  their differences
over sanctions reform and are cooperating across a broad range of  international security issues. NATO
is about to build a historic partnership with Russia for joint policies on counterterrorism, nonprolifera-
tion, and arms control. With imaginative diplomacy it should be possible to build upon this emerging
pattern of  synchrony to forge a joint approach to the containment of  Iraq.

Conclusion

The proposals outlined in this report present viable strategies for the continued denial of  Iraq’s
weapons ambitions, while offering the prospect of  greater regional cooperation and stability. They
offer realistic alternatives to the military scenarios being discussed in Washington. In light of  the
dangers and uncertainties associated with what could be a large-scale and destructive war in the region,
the nonmilitary options outlined here deserve immediate and thorough consideration. None of  the
proposed measures would be sufficient alone to achieve UN and U.S. objectives in Iraq, but taken
together they offer an array of  options for advancing international objectives without the risks of  war.
New UN action to reformulate sanctions, intensive diplomatic efforts to resume weapons inspections,
and the creation of  an enhanced containment system through revenue controls and strengthened
border monitoring—these are the elements of  the viable diplomatic alternative to war. They offer the
best hope for meeting U.S. foreign policy objectives and enhancing security in the region.
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